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change is due to the Earth's rotation and is not avoiiablc 
except by increasing the number of tracking stations. As 
the antenna's elevation changes from 90 degrees, which is 
a minimum atmosphere path, touard 0 degrees, wbich 
is a maximum atmosphere path, the antenna efficiency 
goes down rapidly due to the increased noise lernpela- 
ture from the surroundings; in addition, the greater path 
length Lh~ough the atmosphere attenuates the incoming 
- - 
signals. 
In accordance with the present ir,vention, it is proposed 
ABSTRCLCT O F  THE DISCLOSURE to utilize an Earth-orbiting satellite to perform the func- 
 hi^ invention teaches the use of a single ~ ~ ~ t h  orbiting tions of a deep space instrumentatior facility. While Earth- 
relay communications satellite to the tracking 15 orbiting satellites for communication purposes are, of 
occultation problems experienced by ground tracking sta- Course, well known, and it has even been proposed Sell- 
tions continuously monitoring interplanetary missions. ~h~ erally to utilize such a satellite to communicate wit11 a 
tracking occultation experienced by ground tracking sta- vehicle in deep space, there has been no teaching of the 
tions is caused by the ~ ~ ~ t p ~  rotation and atmosphere use of such a satellite in a carefully selected o~biial path 
giving a constantly changing and distorted line-of-sight 20 to provide nI2tximum c o ~ m ~ n i c a t i o n  efficiency with a 
between the tracking station and the interplanetary mission vehicle in deep space. According to this invention, an 
being monitored.  hi^ problem is when using orbital plane and altitude is selected for the satellite so as 
the relay satellite by the proper selection of the satellitels to result in a minimum occultation of the tracked craft 
orbital parameters to give a minimum angular change by the Earth and its atmosphere. In the preferred ernbodl- 
between the line-of-sight between Earth and the space 25 merit, a near-polar orbital plane is selected, and tbs 
vehicle relative to the orbital plane of the satellite.  hi^ precessing rate of this orbit is such that it approximately 
condition is achieved by placing the communications relay corresponds to the movement of the line of sight to th1: 
satellite in a nearly polar orbit, which has an orbital plane target vehicle, thus facilitating continuous tracking of the 
perpendicular to the line-of-sight between the Earth and vehicle with a minimum of required movement of the 
the interplanetary space vehicle. B~~~~~~ most planetary 30 satellite antenna. The altitude of this orbitis selected so 
missions are in the plane of the ecliptic, the continuously as to provide maximum communication wit11 the space- 
monitoring relay satellite requires an orbit which is per- craft, while avoiding radiation shielding problems which 
pendicular to the ecliptic plane and has a retrograde would result from orbits in the Van Alien radiation belt, 
orbital precession rate equal to the rate of change of the and avoiding excessive launch req~iiements which would 
line-of-sight of space mission with respect to Earth. For 35 result from orbits above the Van Allen belt. 
the major part of an interplanetary mission, the in In accordance with another fea:ure of tbir invention, 
the ~ ~ ~ t h  to mission vehicle line-of-sight is nearly con- the satellite is provided with an aritenna structure wbich 
stant. 7he small rate of change in the line-of-sight not is in a furled or folded condition during a launch and the 
compensated for by the satellite's orbital precession rate flight through the Earth's atmosphere, and which is ua- 
is easily corrected by steering the relay satellite,s onboard 40 furled or otherwise placed in operating position when the 
antennas. satellite reaches the desired orbital oat*. 
The satellite mav be of the receiver-relav tvee, in which 
it receives messages from the spacecraft anO! h a y s  then? 
The invention described herein was made by employees to Earth; in this case, the power req~jirements for the radio 
of the United States Government and be manufac- 45 portion are relatively small. AlternaliveIy, the satellite 
tured and used by or for the Government for govern- may carry facilities to both recei-~e messages from the 
Purposes the Payment any spacecraft for relaying to Earth and to transmit messages 
thereon or therefor. to the spacecraft; in this case, the power requirements This invention relates in general to space communica- for the radio system are consideralsly increased, 
tions, and relates more particularly to satellites for COm- 50 
~ d d i t i ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ,  the satellite may be unmanned, pro- 
municating between Earth and deep space. vision for servicing by a logistics vehicle at  regular mter- 
In  communicating with vehicles journeying to deep vals, or the satellite may be manned, with facilities for 
space in the future, it is planned to employ a deep Space replacing the crews and equipme~~t at tile requii ed in- instrumentation facility (DSIF) which will include at least tervals. 
three comn~unications facilities spaced more or less equal- 55 It is therefore an object of this invention lo provide 3 
ly around the Earth. Each of these facilities is provided deep space communication systenl a singli: 
with one or more large antennas which will provide com- Eartheorbiting satellite. 
munication between Earth and the spacecraft. There are d It is a further object of the present invention to provide 
number of problems which arise from the use of these a deep space communication system employing a single 
Earth-based antennas. One such problem is the size and 60 Earth-orbiting satellite in a near-polar orbital plane. 
weight required in the antenna structure to withstand dis- It is an additional object of this invention to provide a 
tortion from temperature changes, wind, rain, snow, hail, deep space communication system employing a single gravity and accelerative forces. This high weight, in turn, 
~arth-orbiting satellite in a near-polar orbit&& plane, 
requires a heavy duty, complex train and elevation drive rate of precession of the orbit corresponding approximate- 
system for smooth antenna tracking under adverse Con- 65 ly to the movement of the line of sight between the satel- 
ditions. lite and a target vehicle. 
An additional problem encountered with Earth-based It is an additional object of this invention to provide a 
communication facilities is the presence of the Earth's deep space communication system employing a single 
atmosphere, which seriously interferes with the antenna Earth-orbiting satellite in a n e a r - ~ l a r  orbital plane, the 
operation. When an antenna is tracking a spacecraft, it is 70 altitude of the orbit being selected to provide minimuna 
necessary that the antenna track from a low angle, across occultation of a tracked spacecraft by the Earth and its 
the zenith and down to a low angle. The low angle is de- atmosphere. 
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It is a further object of this invention to provide a nearly correspond to the movement of the line-of-sight 
clecp space com~i~unication system employing a single to a target vehicle. Since these two conditions cannot 
Earth-orbiting satellile in a near-polar orbital plane, the always be satisfied, the orbit altitude should be sufficiently 
satellite being provided with an antenna structure which high to allow a reasonable field of view for an antenna 
1s in a furled condition during launch of the satellite and to reduce the aerodynamic drag. Conversely, the 
and which is unfurled when the satellite is in orbit, to  orbit should not be so high as to require a vehicle 
provide communication with a craft in decp space. to have extended operation in the Van Allen radiation 
Objccxs and advantages other than those set forth belts because of the weight of shielding required. Orbits 
above will be readily apparent from the following de- above the radiation belts do not appear attractive since 
tailed descriptlon when read in connection with the ac- !hey require considerably greater booster energy, both 
companying drawing',, in which: ~n~tial ly  and for subsequent logistic support. 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the geometry The gcomctry associated with this problem of orbit 
associated with orbit selection in accordance with the selection is shown in FIG. 1. In the present invention, 
pr csent invention; the reference line for angle measurement was taken as 
FIGS. 2A and 2%1 illustrate the geometry of an ex- 15 the intersection of the equatorial and ecliptic planes (7, 
ampie space mission to Mars in the opposition of 1980; the first point of Aries). The right ascension of the 
FIG. 3 is a giaph illustrating the variation of the ascending node of the satellite orbit, which is measured 
line of sight angle from Earth to the spacecraft in the in the equatorial plane is Q. The corresponding angle 
example mission to Mars illustrated in FIGS. 2A and in the ecliptic plane is $. The line-of-sight to the 
iB; 20 target vehicle T, which is in the ecliptic plane, is at 
FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating the variation of the rate an angle 8. The orbits of interest have inclinations i, 
of precessron with orbital inclination for a number of slightly greater than 90" (i.e., they are retrograde and 
d~fferent orbital allit~ides; nearly polar). The perpendicular to the orbit plane P 
FIG. 5; 1s a graph illustrating the variation of the is at an angle 6 with respect to the target T. This angle 
two components of lhe look angle during the example 25 has two components +, in the ecliptic plane, and q, 
Mais mission; in the plane norn~al to the ecliptic. 
FIG. 6 1s a graph ill~lstrating the variation of the The geometry for a mission to Mars is shown in 
look angle itself dur ng the example Mars mission; FIGS. 2A and 2B. The example mission is a trip for 
FIG. 7 i~ a grapi illiistrating the variations in the the opposition of 1980. The outbound leg of the journey 
rate of change in tile look angle during the example 30 lasts about 250 days, as indicated in FIG. 2A, and the 
Mars mission: inbound leg lasts about 210 days, as indicated in FIG. 
FIG. 8 is a grap" illustrating the variations in the 2B. The stay time at Mars for this example is 27 days. 
allitaide rcquired to avoid occultation by the Earth and The variation of sight angle 8, with time for this mission 
its ionosphere during the example Mars misaion, for a is shown in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3 a line of constant slope 
given orbital inclination; 35 of 0.5'/day is shown. A relay vehicle in an orbit pre- 
FIG. 9 is a grap,l illustrating the variations in the cessing at about this rate could approximately follow 
altitude reqirired to .,void occultation by the Earth and the line-of-sight to an interplanetary vehicle. In such 
its ronosphere during the example Mars mission, for a case, the angle +, which is the component in the 
Linolber given orbit'll inclinalion; ecliptic plane of the required antenna look angle, is 
FIG. 10 is a graph illustrating the variations in the 40 approximately the difference between the curve and the 
altitude req~iired to avoid occultation by the Earth and straight line. The approximations result because the orbit 
and its ionosphere tiuring the example Mars mission, Precesses at a constant rate in the equatorial plane 
utili~irig two different orbital inclinations during the rather than in the ecliptic plane. These precession rates 
cniss~on; as affected by altitude and inclination for circular orbits 
FIG. i i is a side view of an all metal, fold-out antenna, are shown in FIG. 4. The orbits which have precession 
with the nn,enna panel furled; 45 rates of about O.So/day are nearly polar with inclinations 
FIG. 12 is a side view of a receiver-relay satellite about 95". In this range of interest, altitude has sec- 
configuration in accordance with this invention, with the Ondary effects On the precession rates. As an 
,intenna in operational position; an orbit with an inclination of 95", an altitude of 1080 
FIG. i 3  is a side view of a transmitterareceiver relay j0 km., 2nd a precession rate of O.S0/day will be examined. 
satellite configuration in accordance with this invention, For this orbit and for the example mission shorn  
with the antenna in operational position; in FIG. 3, the variation of the angle 6 and 7 is shown 
FIG. 14 is a graph illustrating the number of days in FIG. 5 and that of the vector sum, total look angle, 6, 
permitted in circular 90 degree orbits at different alti- in FIG. 6. The total look angle 6 is the angle through 
tudes for different shield thicknesses and total base limi- ss which the antenna must be rotated. This angle does not 
iations; exceed about 34" and changes rather slowly. For the 
FIG. r 5 is a series of graphs comparing different example orbit, the rate of change of 6 is shown in FIG. 7. 
orbltaI weights and launch-vehicle payload capabilities; The rate is usually less than 1°/day and for long periods 
and it is only O.OS0/day. The maximum rotation rate is thus 
PIG. 14 is a pictorial representation of a portion of the more than two orders of magnitude less than for an 
Earth-to-Mars trip shown geometrically in FIG. 2A, show- '' Earth-based antenna, and inertia loads would be reduced 
ing dlKeienk orbital positions of the satellite during the accordingly. Attitude control would not be too diffic~~lt, 
trip. and the required fuel and power requirements will be 
ORBIT SELECTION examined later. It  should also be noted that the im- 
One requirement in connection with communicating 65 portant angular rates are those about axes fixed in the 
with a craft in deep space is that an antenna in space orbiting station, since these are the rates which must be 
must look continuously at the spacecraft with a minimum provided by the attitude control system. In general, how- 
occultation by Earth and its atmosphere. The orbit selected ever, these rates be Or less than the rate 
to meetthis requirement is necessarily a compromise change Of the '. 
among several. conflicting considerations. For example, 70 Another important question concerning the orbit alti- 
the trajectories of target vehicles for most interplanetary tude is whether or not it is sufficiently high to avoid 
missions will be nearly in the plane of the ecliptic; occultation of the line-of-sight to  the target vehicle by 
thus the antenna orbit plane should be nearly normal the Earth. Occultation is considered to occur if the line- 
ro the ecliptic plane. In ^addition, however, thi orbit in- of-sight to the target passes through the ionosphere. The 
clination should resllt in a precession rate that will 73 ionosphere boundary is taken as 80 km. above the Earth. 
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The minimum altitude required to  avoid occultation is Accordingly, the accelerations wotild also be small being 
easily determined from the angle 8. The angle depends, about 0 . 0 5 " / ( d a ~ ) ~  at the ends of the mission and h r  
of course, on the relative orientation of the orbit (i.e., less during the middle portion of the mission. To esin- 
the value of the angle (p, in FIG. 1) at the beginning mate the torque which would be required to supply this 
of the interplanetary mission. For the example orbit and acceleration, the mass moments of inertia of a trans- 
mission, the minimum altitude required to avoid occulta- mitter-relay vehicle were estimated. The approximate 
tion is &own in FIG: 8. When this altitude exceeds 1080 mass moments of inertia calculated were 1,=34,000 
km., occultation occurs but only for a relatively small kg.-nl.-se~.~ about a central axis "c-c," and 6,=38,300 
part of each orbit of a relay vehicle. The results show kg.-m.-~ec.~ about a tumbling axis "g-,y." The required 
that such occultation does occur at three times, once 10 torque would be about 0 . 4 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  kg.-m. As will be 
near the beginning of the mission and twice near the seen, these torques associated with changing the look. 
end. The first occurrence is not considered important since angle are much less than those required to n~aintain h e  
the vehicle is still near the Earth, and tracking is not angle accurately. 
crucial at this time. The occultations late in the mission At the altitudes of interest (1000-1300 km.), the prc- 
are considered important, as a relay station could be 15 dominant disturbing torques actirtg on an antenna are 
very valuable in guiding the returning vehicle to an en- those due to the Earth's gravity gradient and internal 
try corridor. There are two possibilities to remove the movements of instruments, control mechanisms, etc. Due 
last two occultations; the orbit altitude can be increased to the asymmetry of a space zntenna (1,-1,=4360 
or the orbit precession can be altered by applying cor- kg.-m.-e~.~), the Earth's gravity gradient would produce 
rective propulsion. 20 approximately 0.0032 kg.-m. of torque. This value repre- 
The curves for an orbit with an altitude of 1300 km. sents an average gravity gradient torque since the magni- 
and an inclination 95.4" are shown in FIG. 9. In  this tude would change during the mission as the latitude and 
case, the occultation is limited to the first two days of longitude component of the look angle varied. An ad- 
the mission. Occultation so near the Earth on the out- ditional 0.0032 kg.-m. of torque has been estimated to 
bound leg of the mission is not considered serious. More Z5 include moments due to internal movements, atmos- 
important is a possible weight penalty incurred by in- pheric drag, solar radiation pressure, Earth's oblateness, 
creasing the orbital altitude. However, as discussed in micrometoroid impacts, etc. Whereas the net gravity 
some detail later, the structure of the relay station pro- gradient torque was taken as the root-mean-square value 
vides sufficient shielding to prevent significant radiation about two axes, the net torque due to random distur- 
damage to electronic components in the time period of " bances was taken as the R.M.S. value about two axes. E5- 
the example mission (487 days) for altitudes well beyond timates indicate that the moment is very nearly the same 
1300 km. Hence, for unmanned orbiting stations, no for the 1080 km. and the 1300 km. orbits With two 
weight penalty results from increasing the orbital altitude thrusters for each axis 7.6 meters apart, the required 
from 1080 km. to  1300 km., although, of course, the thrust would be 0.403 gm. 
launch requirements are somewhat greater for the higher Since the torque due to graviiy gradient would he 
altitude. significant, the possibility of using this effect for vehicle 
As an alternative, the possibility of altering the pre- stabilization was considered. This technique was not 
cession of the 1080 km. orbit was examined. The results found to be attractive, however, primarily because an 
are shown in FIG. 10. In this case, the initial inclination 40 antenna must look below the horizon on one side of the 
was taken as 93", giving a precession rate of 0.3"/day. orbit and above the horizon on the other. With a vehicle 
At 140 days, the inclination was changed to 95.5" and stabilized by gravity gradient, the antenna attitude would 
the precession rate became 0.55"/day. With this 2.5' have to be cycled through plus and minus the look angle 
plane change, occultation is avoided for all except the in each orbit revolution. 
earliest few days. The 2.5" plane change involves a 45 
velocity increment of 0.32 km./sec. (1060 Wsec.) .  PROPULSION 
Maneuvers which would rotate the nodes of the orbit 
(i.e., change the right ascension of the ascending node) The mode of propulsion adopted for this type of com- 
also have been examined and found to be somewhat nmnications vehicle is dependent on which method of 
more expensive than a chanse in inclination. 50 maintaining line-of-sight is used and on whether a vehicle 
In  summary, it should be mentioned that an examina- is a transmitter-receiver-relay or simply a receiver rela). 
tion of other target missions indicates that the example If a vehicle is designed for both transmitter and leceiver 
selected for detailed consideration is about the most relay operations, a power source (of 150 electrical kilo- 
severe in its tracking requirements. In addition, a study watts would be necessary. In this case, it appears that for 
was made of orbits at altitudes between 1080 and 1300 55 very little additional weight, electric thrusters catxld be 
km. In one case it was found that an orbit a t  1095 km. added and low-thrust propulsion co~ild be used with 3 
with only a one-degree plane change resulted in occulta- large saving in fuel weight. As noted in the discussion on 
tion no more severe than the example shown in FIG. 10. Power supplies, the requirement for 150 kw. would neces- 
The final conclusion is that relay vehicles in nearth- site the use of nuclear power sources. 
Earth, near-polar orbits can maintain continuous line-of- 60 Propulsion fuel weights were estimated both for a 
sight coverage of interplanetary spacecraft while requir- chemical system with a specific impulse of 250 second.; 
ing only modest orbit maneuvers andlor moderate radi- and for an electric system with a specific impulse of 5000 
ation shielding. seconds. The fuel weights associated with three require- 
A'MTTUDE 'CONTROL 
ments weer estimated. These three are the changes ia: 
65 look angle, the counteraction of the gravity gradient 
moment, and stabilization against random distuFbances. The primary objective of attitude control is to  keep In the case of the gravity the of the antenna accurately and continuously pointed at a 
target vehicle. To accomplish this task, the antenna must shown in 'IG. was taken account. ef- 
be oriented in accordance changes in the required fective look angle for the 487-day mission used in the de- 
look angle, 8, and the various disturbing torques have to termination 0 fthis torque was 26 2". Variations in the 
be counteracted. look angle during an orbit revolution were also considered. 
noted earlier, the rate of change of the look angle Random disturbances were consideled to act continuouslv 
8 would be small, being about one degree per day only at over the 487-day mission but the net torque was consi- 
the beginning and at  the end of the example mission. 75 dered as the root mean square about the three axes. Ikbe 
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fuel weights estirnatecl under these assunlptions are shown quirements. A combination of weight-power trade-offs 
in the following table: would permit increased communication capability for in- 
FUEL WEIGETS FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL terplanetary spacecraft. For any specified system in which 
[Perr:c.ntage of final weight] the example frequency change is made and all compo- 
MQdlum-thrust Low-thlust nents of the system are adjusted for equivalent gains and 
$repulsion sysrcin chomlcal eloctrlcal losses, the communication bit rate increases 19 times at 
Requirement the higher frequency. Additional gains may also be re- 
Change look angle . . .--.- . -.. Nogllglble Nogllglljlo alized from an increased efficiency of operation at high 
XESIS~ ~ C ~ I V I I Y  gradient. . . ...... 1.7 0 08 
Xandom disturbances .-.. ...---.. 2.0 0.10 frequencies. 
10 ANTENNA REFLECTOR 
The advantages of the electrical low thrust system are One of the most important criteria in the design of re- 
deal from this table. fiectors is the necessity of maintaining accurate parabolic 
C0,MMUNICATIONS surfaces in order to achieve the required high gain. For 
an orbiting antenna, these accurate surfaces must be 
Prior to considering the structure of the antenna, the 15 with structures can be packaged 
foliowing theoretical material will provide an indication pactly for launch. F~~~ digerent structural types of an- 
d the advantages of operating above the Earth's atmos- tenna may be in the present invention: 
?here. A simple example was selected to  show the theo- 
retical gains indicated by manipulation of the elementary (1) A rigid-segment, fold-out antenna; 
ttansmission equation for parabolic antennas. The ex- 20 (2) A combined metal core and inflatable outer panel; 
ample selected contains two identical systems with the (3 An idatable antenna; or 
exception that the frequencies are different. One system (4) A rigidized structure. 
is operatin!: at 229-j mc.1~. and the other system at For antenna dishes of any size, good focusing and ef- 20,000 mc /s. The following equations apply: 25 ficiency are obtained when the surface irregularities do 
PTGTGRX~ not exceed about one-twelfth of the operating wavelength, 
J3R = (4irR)? X. For operation at 3000 mc./s., the required accuracy is 
where 20.83 cm. (0.33 inch) and it is k0.25 cm. (0.16 inch) 
at  10,000 mc./s. With current structural techniques, the 
P,=Powci received at the receiver 30 ratio of the R.M.S. surface deviation to the diameter is 
P,=Powes from transmitter about 10-4. For a 25.9-meter- (85-foot-) diameter anten- 
G,=Gain of a transmittkg antenna na, the surface inaccuracies would thus be about 20.25 cm. 
GR=Gaiil of a receiving antenna (0.10 inch). It appears then that the 25.9-meter diameter 
R= Range antenna could be operated at frequencies up to about 
X=Waveleng& 3 5 10,000 mc./s. by using the h/12 relationship. 
Antenna gain for EL parabolic antenna is G=KA/h2 FIG. 11 shows one design for a 25.9-meter- (85-foot-) diameter, all-metal, fold-out antenna. The antenna would 
where consist of a fixed center section 6.1 meters (20 feet) in 
A=mtenna area diameter supporting a tower for a Cassegranian reflector 
K=aatema design constant 40 and a short tower for use as a horn mount. Thirty panels 
would be folded rearward within the confines of a 6.5- 
thus meter- (21.5-foot-) diameter cylinder compatible with a 
K2AT AR Saturn-class booster. A central core 2.44 meters (8 feet) Pr = PT ----- ( ~ T R ) ~ X ~  in diameter which would be available for use as an equip- 
ment module will be discussed later. The volume avail- 
for identical antennas. 45 able in this central core would be 49.9 cubic meters (1760 
For the stated conditions: cubic feet). 
P T K ~ A T A R  and - PTK'ATAR To evaluate panel deflection, a simple beam analysis was 
Prl= ( 4 ~ n ) ~ X ~ "  '2- (LhrR)ZXz" used. The load condition assumed was 1 g. so that the 
antenna would have the strength and rigidity necessary 
2 'I0 for ground testing with minimum support. This assump- 
tion is considered to be conservative since a lighter an- 
tenna could be used in space and could be ground tested 
and since X=c/f whe,~e with an appropriate support system. The structural ma- 
f =frequency 55 terial was taken to be large-celled aluminum honeycomb, 
c=speed of light It  was found that, to limit deflections, the upper and lower skins should be about 0.08 cm. (0.03 inch) thick. The 
analysis also indicated that the skins should be tapered in 
thickness and that tapered supporting ribs would be re- 
quired. The thicknesses of skin resulted in a unit weight 
tor an irrclease in Ire 95 mc. to mc., ") of about 4.9 kg./m.~ (1  lb./ft.2). With the ribs and tower 
structure, the total weight for the 259-meter diameter 
dish is estimated as 3900 kg. With the same type of con- 
struction, the weight of anetnna structures of other sizes 
Therefore, a change n frequency alone increases the pow- (is can be approximated by 
er received at the receiver 19 times. If the power at  the Wa=30.6D+4.65D2 
receiver is the same in both cases, then the transmitter 
power can be reduced 19 times for the higher frequency. where Wa is the antenna weight in kilograms and D is 
Again, if change of range is examined, all other the diameter in meters. When W, is in pounds and D is 
~ x a m e t e r s  except frequency held constant, the range in- 70 in feet, Wa=20.5D+0.95D2. The first term primarily 
creases 4.36 times at. the higher frequency. represents the weights of the tower and honeycomb while 
The change in frequency to X-band or K-band appears the second term accounts for skin weight. 
to have advantages as shown. In addition, the existing An inflatable antenna structure has a packaging ad- 
equipment is capabli: of very high power operation and vantage, particularly when antenna diameters on the or- 
xyide bandwidh, as well as smaller weight and volume re- '7; der of 61 meters (200 feet) are considered. However, some 
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experience in industry has indicated that it is not cur- quires a nuclear-reactor power supply, generator and la- 
rently possible to maintain the desired surface accuracy diators. The reactor unit may be shadow shielded to pro- 
for diameters over 12 meters (40 feet). In order to pro- tect the equipment module and the active antenna corn- 
vide some indication of the reduction in weight that could ponents. During periods of logisti-s supply, the reactor 
be obtained by the use of an inflatable structure, a com- power may be greatly reduced and thus a moderatc 
bined rigid and inflatable structure was considered. By re- amount of shielding on the reactor sides would protect 
taining a central rigid core, a 25.9-meter diameter can be the logistics vehicle crew during approach and depariut e 
achieved with an inflatable outer section having a radial maneuvers. With this configuration, the rendezvous attach- 
dimension of about 10 meters (34 feet). A double sur- ment location is on the cylindrical portion of the eqiiip- 
face structure with ribs 1.5 meters (5 feet) deep at the ment module. The coolant-radiator conical stiuctui-e sup- 
root was chosen as a design concept. For an antenna of ports the generator, reactor and shielding, and the la- 
25.9-meter diameter (557 square meters-6000 square diators are of sufficient area to fubfill the coolrng I equii c-  
feet), the all-metal rigid antenna has an estimated unit ments for both the reactor and the commr~nicataons equip- 
structural weight of 6.8 kg. per square meter (1.4 pounds ment. Supplemental attitu$-control and orbit change fuel, 
per square foot), whereas the combined inflatable struc- 15 are stored within the radiator structure. 
ture has a unit weight of about 4.9 kg. per square meter 
(1.0 pound per square foot). POWER SUPPI-Y 
- - 
EQUIPMENT MODULE The power requirements are dictated by the type of  communication system employed and the source of power 
The equipment module forms the structural backbone 20 in turn is governed by the application. Unmaltned re- 
for a n  antenna-vehicle of the present invention. It  would ceiver-relay stations require only a minin~um of power for- 
be cylindrical in shape about 2.44 meters (8 feet) in di- reception (75 to 100 watts) and a nominal one kilowatt 
ameter and 10.7 meters (35 feet) long. The antenna, dur- peak capacity for periodic transmission to Earth. An addi- 
ing launch and flight through the atmosphere and prior tional 150 watts should be provided to satisfy spacecraft 
to  deployment, would be in a furled and stowed arrange- 25 needs such as those resulting from gyroscopes, instrumen- 
ment along the cylindrical surface of the equipment mod- tation, attitude control mechanism including star tracker.: 
ule. One end of the module would be the attachment to and any necessary pumping for thermal control of the 
the booster and the other end would serve as the antenna prime power source and/or for focal-point cooling. Ac- 
base and attachment point for the receiver horn struc- cordingly, the power requirements for an unmanned re- 
ture. The launch arrangement for the vehicle would be 30 ceiver-relay station are estimated to be a total of 250 
similar in either its receiver-relay or  transmitter-receiver- watts for continuous operation, with separate provision5 
relay configurations. A windshield would protect the anten- for 1000 watts for short duration ~ransmission of storcd 
na from the aerodynamic noise and buffeting loads dur- data to Earth via 1.2-meter (4-foe,) parabolic antenna5 
ing launch and flight through the Earth's atmosphere. I t  Among the possible power sources are solar cells and 
would be separated from the spacecraft early during sec- 3.j radioisotopes. Solar cell panels present a large area vui- 
ond stage booster burning. The antenna would be erected nerable to micrometcorods and would also require cop- 
when the vehicle is a t  its operational altitude. stant orientation to the Sun. In addition to the altitude 
FIG. 12 shows a vehicle in its operational arrange- control problems, it would be necessary to establish an 
ment as a receiver-relay. Four Earth communications an- orbit which would be simultaneousiy and constantly ir, 
tennas are mounted at 90" positions on the base of the 40 view of both the Sun and an interplanteary vchicie. For 
portion, and the primary and secondary atti- these reasons, radioisotopes are considered '$referable 
tude control and orbit plane change motors are locatel as the primary source of Power. Among the advantages of 
at the ends of the equipment module. The structure of this these Power sources are compactness and the reliability 
module consists of a monocoque-type meteoroid shield and by the Years of operation of SNAP-9lk 
a honeycomb reinforced and insulated inner pressure 45 power 'Ources the Transit satellites. 
vessel. The module has a structural weight of about 10 The requirement for 250' watts of contin~rous power 
kg. per square meter (2 pounds per square foot). The be met by multiple SNAP-9A units. Ten units would 
pressure vessel inner structure would allow the equip- be required having a total weight about 114 kg. (250 
ment module to be pressuribed during regular periods of pounds). power for relay transmission to Earth C Q L ~ C :  
check-out, maintenance, and resupply. TMs capability 50 be obtainable from a silver-cadmium ceramic-sealed set- 
would allow "shirt-sleeve" conditions for the maintenance Ondary battery. To provide power for one hour of relay 
crew. transmission per day (i.e., 1000 watt-hours) draring a SO- 
A rendezvous attachment device may be located at percent discharge, the battery would weigh about 34 kg. 
the base of the equiplnent module. Maintenance and re- (75 pounds). With a 50-percent discharge once a day 
supply may be effected at this point with a logistics ve- 55 and at 25" centigrade, this battery has a life of 600 cycles 
hicle similar to the one shown. Tbe module need not be Power requirements for a transmrtter-receiver-relay sin- 
pressurized during normal operation in order to assist tion would be much greater. The present DSJF systerir 
in heat rejection from the operating equipment. Tern- transmits 10 kihwatts now and plars exist to increase fihii: 
perature control within the module may be accomplished power to 100 kilowatts. In the present invention, a trans- 
by a passive system employing conduction through the 60 mitted power of 30 lkilowatts in lieu of 100 kw. was as- 
module structure. sumed to be adequate for use in transmitting to the ex- 
All the equipment necessary for the operation of a ample mission in the vicinity of Mars. With an eficiency 
study vehicle is contained within the equipment module. 20 Percent, an electrical input power of 250 kilowatti 
This equipment includes a radioistope electrical power be required. This magnitude of power can be real- 
supply, communications components, and propellant tank- 65 ized for space applications by the use of Tmclear re- 
age. The communications components are arranged in actors. 
such a manner as to afford ready access for maintenance A nuclear reactor of approximately 0.8 ther inal mega- 
or modfilar replacements of units even by crews encum- watts could provide the heat for a turbo-generator system 
bered by space suits. The module has a volume of about It  would recl~ire about 218 square meters (300 square 
57 cubic meters (2000 cubic feet) and an internal head 70 feet) of radiators to dissipate the waste heat. It  is esii- 
room diameter of 2 meters (7 feet). mated that such a power source would weigh approxi~~~ate- 
'FIG. 13 shows an operational arrangement for a trans- IY 10 to 15 kg. (25 to 301 pounds) per kilowatt with an 
mitter-receiver-relay vehicle. The equipment module and additional 3.18 kg. (7 pounds) per kilowatt for radiation 
25.9-meter diameter antenna are similar to the receiver- shielding; the total weight is estimated to be 2520 kg 
relay vehicle; however, the greater power demand re- 75 (5550 pounds). 
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MICROMETEOROID HAZARD 
B 2 
table shows the results in raddduration of Aare for vari- 
The penetration theory developed by others was used OUS solar-proton events. 
TRAPPED RADIATION DOSE 1 FOR ORBIT INCLINATION=90° 
Primary proton dose Primary Bremsstrahlung dose Total dose 
- electron dose 
Shielding l o  g.lcrn.3 20 g.lcm.2 both cases ' 10 g./cm.a 30 g./cm.? 10 g.lcm.2 20 ~.lcm.z 
Orbit altitude: 
900 km ..--.-. ..-. . . 1.6 0.83 0 - 0.54 0.44 2. 1 1.3 
1080 km -.-.--------- 3. 1 1.5 0 0.93 0.74 4.0 2.3 
1300 lim ..---..---... 6. 2 3.2 0 3.8 3.1 10.0 6.3 
1500 km ..-...-...-.- 11.2 5.7 0 8.0 6. 7 1% 2 12.4 
1 Dose units are rsdlday. 
toeether with an earlier estimate of the particle flux to de- LAUNCN-VEHICLE REOUIREMENTS 
ternline the possible rnicrometeoroid hazard to an orbiting 
antenna. The structural material of the antenna was taken 
as aluminum 0.081 zm. in thickness. If the diameter is 
taken as 26 m., the tctal exposed area of the antenna dish, 
frort and back, is 1121 m.=. For the typical mission time 
of 487 days, approxinlately 17501 penetrations might occur. 
This number corresponds to 3.6 penetrations per day. It 
may also be shown that the diameters of these punctures 
are less than 0.03 cm. 
The lamch-vehicle requirements for an orbiting relay 
station depend upon the total weight of the vehicle, upon 
the characteristics of its orbit, and upon the location of 
the launch site. As discussed above, the weights are af- 
fected by numerous considerations. These weights are 
summarized in the following table. Unmanned stations 
might weigh approximately 5,800 to 6,700 kg. if intended 
for relay functions only, and from 9,300 to 11,00 kg., if 
facility for transmission is added. 
EFFECTIVE ORBITAL WEIGHTS, kg. 
[26 m. diameter antenna] 
Altitude 
Method of atti- Receiver 
tude control and relay nu- Mannod 
orbital chances Weicht coilditio~l manned Unnlar~ned (shielded) 
Dry ...--...------- 5,600 9,250 37,500 
1,080 km. orbit ..-...--.--------- Chemical 1 Propelluut-. . -.- -- 1.060 1,750 7,090 
propulsion. 
tTot21- - ----------- 6,660 11,000 44, 590 
-- - 
- - 
I D r y  9,250 37,500 2.5' plane change -.-. .---.-..--.. Electrical Propellant - --- .- - - - - *. . . . . . . -- - - 110 450 propulsion. Total- - ...-------.----------..-- 9,360 37,950 
- 
1.300 km. orbit -.--..-....-..---- 
Dry ---.-- -. -- ---- 5,600 9,250 87.700 
Chemical Propellant - ----- ... 215 355 3,370 
propulsion. 
1To;al- ------------ 5.815 9.615 91.070 
Dry ----- -- - -- - -- -- -- - - --. - - - - - -- 9,250 87, 700 
No plme change .-----....------ Electrical 1 Propellant - - .- - -. . -. --. -. -. -- 17 158 
propulsion. 
[Total- - ----- .------- -- - -  -..-.- 9,267 87,858 
I t  therefore appears that micrometeoroids present negli- the data in the first the number of days 
gibie and operational problems to the antenna 45 permitted in circular 90" orbits a t  various altitudes can 
refiector Likewise, the present analysis indicates be calculated for different aluminum shield thicknesses 
the structure of the equipment module described and different total dose limitations. These relationships 
above provides adequate protection of electronic are illustrated in FIG. 14. Dashed curves indicate extra- 
ponents and othed equipments against damage from mi- polations to greater values of shielding. The dose limita- 
crometeoroids. On vle other hand, all radiators required 50 t i o n ~  shown were chosen because they represent biolog- 
lor thermal control must be protected. ical or equipment exposure limits. Recently defined NASA 
average yearly dose limits for humans include 27 rads for 
MDIATEON SHIELDING eyes and 233-rads at the surface of the outer skin of the 
entire bodv. 
Others have predicted radiation doses that would be 55 A nonslmitive type transistor would require no more 
received behind various shielding configurations while shielding than is furnished by the s t ~ c t ~ r e  of the equip- 
orbiting rhe Earth at different altitudes and inclinations. ment JmJdule (1 g./cm.') to survive for 500 days at alti- 
This work took inte consideration the effects of trapped tudes UP to 1500 km. 
protons and electrons (including bremsstrahlung) and From the solar-flare data given in the second table it 
- .I,... 60 is deduced that the total dosage received from even several avrar yn wLwita. 
This eBorl has been extended for a range of altitudes of flares with a specified shield& (e.g., 10 g./cm.=) at  alti- 
interest to this invention in the case of simple tudes of interest here (1000 to 1300 km.) during any 90 day period is likely to be about 10 percent or less than 
of and g./cm'2 Of The in the dosage received from the high-energy trapped particles 
terms of rads/day received as a result of the trapped 65 of the radiation belts (i.e., about to 60 rads 
radiation are shown in the first table below. The second pared with nearly 550 rads). 
SOLAR-FLARE PROTON DOSE3 INCLINATION=90° 
AItitude=1,500 km. AItitude=400 km. 
Orbit shielding 10 g.tcm.2 20 g.Icm.2 10 g./cm.a 20 g.1cm.a 
Flare: 
Feb. 23,1956 duration=7.77X105 see.) -... 18.8 9,2 15. 4 9.0 
July 14,1959 duration=5.11XlO~ sot.).- 1.7 7.4 1.6 
7. 5.4s Nov. l", 1960 duration=4.89X106 see.).- 15.6 15.2 5.3 
I Dose units are radiduration of flare. 
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From h e  range of weights estimated for the various be relatively short to a returning spacecraft. Further, the 
types of radio stations considered, the launch-vehicle ca- atmospher of Earth restricts the frequencies available for 
pabities required to place these weights into the desired communications. The present invention may be utilized as 
orbits lie between those of such launch vehicles as Titan a navigational beacon to aid spacecraft returning to Earth. 
1114 and Saturn I-B. Because of range safety considera- The transmitting apparatus of the satellite may be used 
tions, the usable launch azimuths from launch facilities to send a beacon signal to the spacecraft. The signal may 
at Cape Kennedy cannot exceed 160". For the example be sent over a second channel if desired. The satellite may, 
mission to Mars, initial orbital inclinations of 93" to 95" for example, be used as a transponder, sending a pulsed 
were cited; the corresponding launch azimuths are nearly signal to the spacecraft in response to a burst from the 
184" and 186". Hence, dog-leg trajectories are required spacecraft. Inasmuch as a continuous communication is 
in launching the communications station from Cape Ken- possible between the spacecraft and the satellite, approach 
nedy. For launches from the facilities at the west-coast velocity as well as position may readily and continuously 
launch site, no dog-leg maneuver would be required. How- be determined. The triangulation may be as large as the 
ever, at present, the Saturn launch vehicles cannot be ac- largest dimension of the orbit. 
commodated at the west-coast site. Use of the Titan II-C 15 While the above detailed description has shown, de- 
vehicle might require a reduction in the diameter of the scribed and pointed out the fundamental novel features 
launch configuration of the communications station from of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will 
6.5 m. considered necessary in the case of the 26-m. an- be understood that various omissions and substitutions 
henna, to nearly 3 m. and changes in the form and details of the device illus- 
A summary of launch-vehicle requirements for placing 20 trated may be made by those skilled in the art, without 
several types of communications satellites into one or departing from the spirit of the invention. It is the inten- 
another of two prescribed orbits is given in FIG. 15. The tion, therefore, to be limited only as indicated by the 
corresponding payload capabilities of three different scope of the following claims- 
launch vehicles are indicated in the figure. In the case of m a t  is claimed is: 
the Titan III-C, launch from the Pacific Missile Range 25 1. A system for communicating beween firth and an 
was assumed, with no restrictions on the launch azimuth; electromagnetic radiation SOurce in deep space com~ris- 
for the other two vehicles, a dog-leg maneuver entailing ing: 
a yawing of the second stage was assumed to take into a single satellite orbiting the Earth in an orbit at an 
account a restriction to 160" in launch azimuth required altitude, inclination and ellipticity to prevent occulta- 
at the Atlantic Missile Range. 30 tion of the electromagnetic radiation source by the 
From the above description, it will be seen that there Earth and its atmosphere; 
has been provided a noved deep space communication directional antenna means mounted on said satellite for 
system employing a single Earth-orbiting satellite in a receiving electromagnetic radiation from deep space; 
near-polar obit. By utilizing such a satellite at an altitude and 
where atmospheric effects are negligible or nonexistent, 35 transceiver means mounted on said satellite for corn- 
considerably higher frequencies may be employed. This, munication between said satellite and the Earth. 
in turn, results in reduced weight and volume, increased 2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 in which said 
bandwidth for increased communication capability, in- orbit of said satellite precesses at a predetermined rate 
creased range of operation, and increased space vehicle which corresponds approximately with the variation in the 
capability for all missions. 40 line of sight between said satellite and the electromagnetic 
FIG. 16 illustrates pictorially the operation of the pres- radiation source in deep space. 
ent invention in a portion of the Earth-to-Mars trip which 3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
was illustrated geometrically in FIG. 2A. In FIG. 16, dif- directional antenna means includes control means for 
ferent orbital positions of the Earth are represented by maintaining said antenna means directed at a given elec- 
El, E2, ES, E4 and E5, while the corresponding positions mmagne~c  radiation source in space. 
of the spacecraft or vehicle travelling to M ~ S  are r e p  45 4. A system for communicating between Earth and 
resented by V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. Any suitable type of an electromagnetic SOurce in deep space comprising: 
space vehicle may be employed, and in FIG. 16 a Mariner- a single satellite orbiting the Earth in an orbit at an 
type craft is illustated. A number of different orbital posi- altitude, inclination and ellipticity to prevent oc- 
tions of the satellite in accordance with this invention are cultation of the electromagnetic radiation source by 
shown at Sl, Sz, S3, S4 and S5 for the different positions the Earth and its atmosphere; 
of the Earth as it orbits about the sun. From FIG. 16 first transceiver means mounted on said satellite for 
it will be seen that regardless of the orbital position of communicating between said satellite and the Earth; 
the satellite relative to the Earth, it is able to maintain second transceiver means mounted on said satellite 
communication with the space vehicle, with no interfer- for communicating 'between said satellite and an 
ence because of occultation by Earth or its atmosphere. 55 electromagnetic radiation source, said second trans- 
When the present invention is used for radio and radar ceiver means including a directional antenna; 
astronomy, vastly greater spectrum coverage is possible attitude control means for varying the attitude of said 
and studies of certain areas of the universe are possible satellite to maintain said directional antenna means 
because Earth rotation does not affect the viewing time. directed at a given electromagnetic radiation source 
Further, the present invention may be employed in the 60 in space- 
search for galactic intelligence and in attempts to com- 5. Apparatus in accordance with claim 4 in which said 
municate with other inteagent systems, since the inven- orbit of said satellite precesses at a predetermined rate 
tion provides essentially unlimited frequency coverage which corres~onds approximately with the variation in 
the line of sight between said satellite and the electro- and the capability to continuously aim at one point in 65 magnetic radiation source in deeD sDace. 
""""a uyac.4. 6. A navigational system for a vehicle in deep space, Additionally, as a navigational beacon for a returning comprising: 
spacecraft, the present invention may be employed. When a single satellite the firth in an orbit at an 
a spacecraft returns to Earth from a space mission, dif- altitude, inclination and ellipticity to prevent oc- 
ficulties are encountered in using Earth-based radio sta- 70 cultation of said vehicle by the ~ar th  and its atmos- 
tions for determining the entrance corridor. At present, phere; and 
a returning spacecraft can see only one DSIF (Deep Space transponder means mounted on said satellite for com- 
Instrumentation Facility) tracking station at a time and municating between said satellite and said vehicle. 
triangulation is thwarted. Even if more tracking stations 7. A beacon system for providing navigational infor- 
are later provided, the base line between two stations will 75 mation to a vehicle in deep space, comprising: 
3,540,048 
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a ~ingle satellite crbiting the Earth in an orbit a t  an occultalion of said vehicle by the Earth and its 
alritiidc, inclination and ellipticity to prevent oc- atmosphere, the rate of precession of said satellite 
cu1tdt;on of said vehicle by the Earth and its at- orbit corresponding approximately to the variation 
mosphere; in the line of sight between said satellite and said 
transponder means mounted on said satellite for trans- vehicle in deep space; 
mining signals to said vehicle in deep space upon first directional antenna means mounted on said satel- 
receipt of interrogation signals, said means including lite for receiving communications from deep space. 
a directional antenna; and said antenna means having a fuiled position on sxid 
control means for varying the attitude of said satellite satellite during launch and having an unfurled, op- 
to n?dintain said antenna directed at  said vehicle. lo erative position when said satellite is in said orbit; 
8. A comrni~nicat on system for communicating be- second antenna means mounted on said satellite for 
tween Earth and an electromagnetic radiation source in communication between said satellite and the Earti?; 
deep space, comprising: attitude control means in said satellite for varying the 
a single satellite orbiting the Earth in a circular near- attitude of said satellite ill said orbit to vary the 
po la~  orbit which lies below the Van Allen radiation 1 j be'aring of said first directional antenna means; and 
belt bvt has an altitude sufficiently high to prevent means for periodically actuating said attitude control 
occultation of the electromagnetic radiation source by means to maintain said first directional antenna 
the Earth and its atmosphere; means directed at said vehicle moving in deep space. 
fiist direckional antenna means mounted on said satel- 14. Apparatus in accordance with claim 13 including 
lite for receiving electromagnetic radiation from 20 third directional antenna means for transmitting 
deep space; - from said satellite to said vehicle in deep space. 
second antenna means mounted on said satellite for 15. Apparatus in accordance with claim 14 in which 
communication between said satellite and the Earth; said is to communicate a spacecraft traveling 
attitude control means in said satellite for varying the 
attitlrdz of said satellite to thereby vary the bearing 25 from Earth to Mars and return, including means for vary- 
of said first dirxtional antenna means; and ing the inclination of said satell~te orbit at a predeter- 
Riedns for peliodizally actuating said attitude control mined point In the travel of said spacecraft from Earth 
rilean.; to vary the attitude of said satellite to main- to Mars. 
tain a i d  first drrectional aatenna means directed at  16. Apparaiuh in accordance with claim 15 in which 
a pix en radiation source in space. 20 the inclination ot said satellite orbit during the first poi- 
9, A ~ ~ a i a t u s  in accordance with claim $ in which said lion of the travel from Earth is 93 degrees, the inclination 
A 
or brt of said satellite precesses at a predetermined rate 
which correspond3 approximately with the variation in 
the line of sight between said satellite and the electro- 
magnetic radiation source in deep space. 35 
10. Apparatus in accordance with claim 8 in which 
the inclination of said orbit is approximately 95 degrees 
and the altitude of said orbit is 1080 kilometers. 
11. Apparatus in accordance with claim 8 in which 
said sateliite is to conlmunicate with a spacecraft traveling 40 
from Earth to Mars and return, including means for 
varying the inclination of said satellite orbit at a pre- 
determined point in the travel of said spacecraft from 
Earth to Mars. 
12. Apparatus in accordance with claim 11 in which 45 
the inclination of said orbit during the first portion of 
said travel is 93 degrees, the inclination of said orbit 
during the second portion of said travel is 95.5 degrees, 
and the altitude of said satellite orbit is 1080 kilometers. 
13. A communication system for communicating be- 50 
tween Earth and a vehicle in deep space, comprising: 
a single satellite orbiting the Earth in a circular near- 
polar orbit which lies below the Van Allen radiation 
belt but has an altitude sufficiently high to prevent 
of said orbit during the second portion of said travel is 
95.5 degrees, and the altitude of said orbit is 1080 
kilometers. 
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